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There is a need for organizations to have synergy by joining their local workflow 
processes. These processes may have not developed with the consideration of any virtual 
enterprise. We propose a Process Meta model to integrate the processes by introducing a 
new concept of Partial View of Virtual Process. Using this approach, local processes of 
participating organizations could be integrated with other external processes quickly. The 
procedure of joining and disjoining virtual enterprise is transparent. To be able to adopt 
this approach, architecture and implementation of a virtual process enactment service is 
presented. This framework is a set of collaborating intra-organizational workflow 
management systems nodes. We also present internal architecture and implementation of 
such intra-organizational workflow management system – called HISFlow. A theoretical 
foundation is also laid down to exploit workflow history information based on our 
proposed meta model for a virtual process. 






1.1   BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
Although much of today’s office work is cooperative, the automation of workflows 
governing the handoff and routing of business documents and data are often hard-scripted 
into supporting software. This tight coupling of processes and supporting applications 
limits the modeling, deployment, and execution of work. These shortcomings are 
compounded by the changes in organizational structures to accommodate dynamic and 
geographically dispersed workgroups. Efficient and successful business process 
management is one of the major challenges organizations are facing with all over the 
world today. Business processes are the basis upon which organizations re-organize their 
structures, production processes, adaptation to changing demands of customers and their 
relationships to other players on worldwide markets. Coordination and workflow 
management technology are crucial technological enablers for achieving and keeping 
competitive organizational structures. 
 
The penetration of Internet and web, in accordance with new technological advances, 
urged organizations to seize the opportunities offered by electronic commerce and to 
establish a strategic position in the new global networked world. In order to achieve that, 
organizations should co-operate in different product development phases and share 
critical business processes, resources, core competencies, skills and know-how with each 
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other [Christofer 93, Applegate96, Ouzounis 99a, Camarinha-Matos 99]. This new 
business model lead to the concept of virtual enterprises that is the foundation of the 
networked economy [Ouzounis 99a,b, Camarinha-Matos 99, Fielding98]. 
 
The original goals of the virtual enterprises are to enable deployment of distributed 
business processes among different partners, to increase the efficiency of existing 
services, to decrease the cost for these services, and to adapt to new market changes 
[Banahan 99, Stricker 00]. As organizations introduced electronic business systems, they 
started to see new possibilities enabled by them. By more closely coordinating the work 
of business partners, businesses see dramatic productivity and efficiency increases in 
their processes. As communication barriers and costs drop, businesses are able to engage 
themselves in many kinds of relationships [Doz 98, Adams 97]. 
 
Workflow is a computerized facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or 
part. A workflow management System completely defines manages and executes 
“workflows” through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a 
computer representation of the workflow logic [WFMC]. Workflow management systems  
(WFMS) feature a set of good attributes for deployment within the context of a virtual 
enterprise. The shared business processes among the participating organizations of a 
virtual enterprise can be described by deploying a business process specification 
language. In that way, the shared business processes can be easily developed. For 
example, a shared process can start in one organization and then, can be continued in 
another organization, by utilizing remotely a sub-process. The WFMS will undertake the 
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responsibility to control and manage the execution of the shared business process in a 
distributed and systematic way [Hoffner 98]. 
 
The workflow management systems based on classic middleware systems typically 
involve tight binding between the systems and processes at the various organizations  
[Ouzounis 98e, Thompson 99]. By closely coupling the organizations, classic middleware 
systems are able to provide rich functionality. However they require expensive 
development and deployments, and pre-agreement in the interfaces used. Therefore, these 
solutions are better suited for use in intra-organization or long-term business partnerships, 
i.e. static virtual enterprises [Ouzounis 99a, Spinosa 98]. 
 
Currently proposed standards of WFMS technology are not directly dealing with inter-
organizational business process execution and management. The critical problems  
include inter-organizational workflow execution and management, business process 
specification languages for inter-organizational business processes, and dynamic 
selection of potential organizations. These problems are rarely discussed in the literature 
[Bolcer 99]. Additionally, the deployment of tightly coupled communication 
mechanisms, like CORBA, is rather problematic and in general, inflexible. Therefore, it 
is anticipated that a message-based approach with corresponding XML message requests 
and responses would have been better since the degree of autonomy and flexibility is  
increased [Georgakopoulos 98]. 
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In order to be competitive in the dynamic marketplace, healthcare enterprises need to 
deploy information technology solutions that internally automate the paper-based medical 
record systems and externally create smart connections between the major participants in 
the healthcare. With the emergence of near ubiquitous Internet connectivity, a virtually 
integrated healthcare enterprise built upon connections, partnerships, alliances, and 
relationships with physicians, polyclinics, laboratories, pharmacies, hospitals and payers 
is emerging as the operating model for healthcare organizations [Horsch 99]. The 
potential participating organizations of a virtual healthcare enterprise are sufficiently rich 
in their infrastructure to handle the internal administrative and clinical processes [Deloitte 
00]. The need to integrate the processes of such geographically distributed organizations 
is evident.  
 
The most relevant activities within a healthcare organization can be described in the form 
of business processes as mentioned in [Maij 00]. Following this idea, we define a virtual 
process as a business process whose definitions and enactment are distributed among 
more than one organization. From here, we define a virtual enterprise as the one whose 
business processes are virtual processes. The potential participating organizations do 
have their own internal processes which are developed previously without considering 
that they could be part of any virtual process. Therefore building and enacting a virtual 
process from such local processes is a big problem. The problem is intensified when 
dynamics of relationships, autonomous behavior of local processes and heterogeneity of 
WFMSs are considered. To solve this problem, changes in process meta model and 
process enactment framework are required. The changes both in process meta model and 
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process enactment framework should be such that they could be easily adopted by the 
WFMSs that are following standards.  
 
Quite a few attempts have been made to develop a WFMS for healthcare sector. Most of 
the currently available WFMS solutions are too complex [AdDadam 00] and hence too 
costly. In the last few years, pervasive network connectivity, explosive growth of Internet 
and web technologies have changed our computational landscape from centralized, 
desktop oriented and homogenous computing to distributed, heterogeneous and network 
centric computing model. These emerging technologies have raised new opportunities to 
simplify the core of workflow management system. HISFlow - a Workflow management 
system for healthcare is an attempt to exploit these new technologies, mainly Enterprise 
Java Beans (EJB), Java Server Pages (JSP), XML and Service-oriented Programming 
Model. 
 
1.2  TARGETED PROBLEMS 
In this dissertation, we discuss a bundled solution to address the problems related to 
inter-organizational workflow management in the context of virtual enterprises. The 
different problems we tackle are  
1. To enable the organizations to design their intra-organizational workflows 
quickly and graphically. 
2. To enable the organizations to enact and monitor their intra-organizational 
workflows. 
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3. To enable the potential organizations of a virtual enterprise to build the virtual 
processes by joining their already developed intra-organizational workflows.  
4. To enable the participating organizations of a virtual enterprise to enact the 
virtual processes. 
5. To keep the dynamics of relationships, the autonomous behavior of intra-
organizational workflows, and the heterogeneity of WFMSs of participating 
organizations of a virtual enterprise intact while designing or enacting the 
virtual processes. 
6. To let the organizations have a design approach to transform their intra-
organizational workflow management system to inter-organizational 
workflow management system with minimal changes required.  
7. To enable the organizations to exploit the workflow history information for 
various purposes in the context of a virtual enterprise.  
 
1.3   CONTRIBUTIONS 
1. We exploit the latest advancements in the middleware and Internet technologies 
to keep the design and implementation of an intra-organizational workflow 
management simple and cost effective unlike most of the currently available 
WFMS solutions that are too complex and hence too costly for Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SMEs).  
2. We propose a new approach of partial views to model a virtual process that lets 
those intra-organizational workflows join together, which were developed without 
consideration of a virtual enterprise.  
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3. We demonstrate how an already developed intra-organizational workflow 
management system can be transformed to the one which can take part in a virtual 
process enactment framework with minimum changes made.  
4. We lay down the theoretical foundation by introducing a scheme to identify 
workflow history information so that it can be exploited in the context of virtual 
enterprises. 
 
1.4   OUTLINES OF THESIS 
We divide the thesis into eight chapters that present the state of the art in the area of 
workflow technology as a solution for the virtual enterprises. It includes the specification 
of process meta models for both intra-organizational workflows and inter-organizational 
workflows, the architecture of intra-organizational WFMS, the meta model for the virtual 
processes, and the architecture of virtual process enactment.  
 
More specifically, the chapter 2 presents the literature review that includes classification 
of workflow and workflow systems, the concept of a virtual enterprise, the related work 
done in inter-organizational workflow models and, different categorization and 
approaches of architecture of workflow management system.  
 
The chapter 3 gives the overview of HISFlow, an intra-organizational workflow 
management system. It covers the key definitions and concepts related to process meta 
model, role model, and application model. An illustrative example is also given to 
explain the application of the models.  
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The chapter 4 presents the virtual process meta model for inter-organizational workflows 
based on the proposed concept of partial view of a virtual process. A real world scenario 
of four organizations is used to further elaborate different aspects of the model.  
 
After having presented the  process meta models for both intra-organizational workflows 
and inter-organizational workflows in the previous chapters, the architecture and 
implementation of the intra-organizational workflow management system is discussed in 
the chapter 5. This includes user view of the system, system architecture, and the 
subsystems: build-time subsystem and run-time subsystem.  
 
Based on the intra-organizational workflow management system, the architecture and 
implementation of virtual process enactment framework (inter-organizational workflow 
management system) is proposed in the chapter 6. The chapter also includes the design of 
extended workflow engine, meta model of virtual process enactment, and build-time and 
run-time interactions of coordinating workflow management systems.  
 
The chapter 7 discusses another capitalization of the workflow technology in the context 
of a virtual enterprise which is workflow history information. After summarizing the 
different applications of workflow history information, this chapter only proposes the 
solution of one of the problems of workflow history management i.e. identification of 
workflow history information.  
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Finally, the chapter 8 presents the conclusion drawn from the work done in the thesis. 
More specifically, it discusses advantages and disadvantages of the solutions of targeted 
problems. It also describes the open issues for future R&D work. This description can 
function as a motivation for future and more extensive research in the area of inter-
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
  
Although the term workflow management system is used first time in late 80s but quite a 
time ago sub-set of same kind of issues, functionalities and challenges were mentioned 
and researched in some form or the other but under different names. This name list 
includes Imaging System, Document Management, Electronic Mailing System, Process 
Automation, Groupware Applications and Business Process Re-engineering (PBR). The 
evolution of these concepts collectively can be taken as evolution of workflow 
management technology. In this chapter, we identify the research efforts and highlight the 
representative research results achieved in the following five areas: (1) Classification of 
Workflows, (2) Virtual Enterprise, (3) Inter-organizational Workflow Models, (4) 
Architectures of Workflow Management Systems, and (5) Technologies 
 
2.1   CLASSIFICATION OF WORKFLOWS 
Up till now there exists no general accepted classification framework for workflows 
(processes) and workflow systems. Since every classification focuses on some specific 
aspects, it will always be difficult and probably impossible to give a commonly accepted 
classification. In the literature, there are several attempts to classify workflows and 
workflow systems [Georgakopoulos 95, Marshak1994, Marshak 1997b, Abbot 1994, 
Silver 1994, Ader 1997]. We briefly review some of these classifications. 
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2.1.1  Georgakopoulos’ Classification Scheme  
In [Georgakopoulos 95] workflows are characterized along a continuum from human-
oriented to system-oriented workflows. In the first case, a workflow is mainly performed 
by human agents. The WFMS is expected to support the coordination and collaboration 
of humans who are responsible for consistent workflow results. In the second case, 
workflows are characterized as highly automated and computation- intensive processes 
which involve the integration of heterogeneous, autonomous and / or distributed 
information systems. Since human influence is very limited, system-oriented workflows 
must include software for various concurrency control and recovery techniques to ensure 
consistency and reliability.  
 
2.1.2  Abbot and Sarin’s Classification Scheme 
Abbot and Sarin’s scheme [Abbot 1994] for workflow product characterization spans out 
three orthogonal dimensions: mail-driven vs. database-driven, design vs. runtime and 
document-oriented vs. process-oriented. The authors characterize their own product, 
InConcert, as runtime, database driven and process-oriented.  
 
2.1.2.1  Mail-driven vs Database-driven  
Mail-driven workflow technology relies on electronic mail (e-mail) systems to support 
the routing (transport) of work (documents). By relying on e-mail, intra-organizational 
and inter-organizational interoperability are achieved, but important limitations of such 
an approach are: 
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· ?An inflexible representation of routing logic (relying on, and represented on, each 
involved e-mail client application). 
· ?Lack of support for capturing aggregate historical information about business 
processes.  
Database-driven workflow technology is based on access to documents and routing logic  
through a shared database. Hence, documents will be available all the time, they are not 
physically “flowing”, and limitations of the typically “low-end” mail-based products are 
relaxed. Especially, the ability to capture aggregate information based on previously run 
process instances is important for control as well as for business process improvement. 
 
2.1.2.2   Design vs Run-time 
Design oriented WFMS focuses just on process modeling whereas a run-time oriented 
WFMS also enacts the processes. In Design-oriented WFMS, the accompanying run-time 
tools, like workflow engines, either are not planned to be deployed in the organization or 
they do not exist for the particular modeling paradigm (the latter is often the case with 
simulation tools).  
 
2.1.2.3   Document-oriented vs. Process-oriented 
Document-oriented workflow tools typically denote the “low-end” part of the market, 
built on top of e-mail products. These tools typically associate routing information 
directly with data objects. 
Process-oriented tools (which typically are database-driven) model business processes as 
sequences of steps (activities), i.e. atomic actions, where data-objects are associated with 
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these steps. This is a crucial distinction, if routing is limited to documents only, the 
workflow system does not actually support the “flow of work”, but is limited to “flow of 
documents” only. 
 
2.1.3  Silver’s Classification Scheme 
Another classification scheme involving actual products and a view of directions in the 
market place is given in [Silver 1994]. Here, a division is done in two dimensions : 
production vs. ad hoc and document-centric vs. group-centric. Ad hoc tools are those 
where workflow support is integrated with other groupware applications and in a classic 
sense there is no explicit workflow management system. The category of group-centered 
tools are those deployed to support autonomous groups of people working together to 
achieve some goal, who are in need of continuous communication and interaction. 
Document-centered workflow systems just focus on the “flow of documents” and do not 
necessarily take a process perspective of workflow modeling. 
 
2.1.4  Ader’s Classification Scheme  
 
§ Ad-hoc workflows do not have a well-defined process model to follow. The 
execution path is more or less determined at run-time, and is basically controlled 
by humans. These are generally not mission-critical, and accomplish the flow of 
information among people within an organization.  
 
§ Production workflows are also predictable and repetitive. They have well defined 
process models. These usually involve a number of information systems that may 
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be heterogeneous and distributed. Production workflow management systems are 
thus more complex and critical than ad-hoc or administrative. 
 
§ Administrative workflows are based on simple, repetitive and predictable 
processes. The ordering and coordination of tasks can thus be automated. 
However, these too, like ad-hoc workflows, do not involve complex information 
processing systems and are generally not mission-critical.  
 
§ Collaborative workflows are characterized by high mission criticality. They are 
mostly controlled by humans and lack a well-defined process model. Therefore 
most of the task ordering and coordination are determined at run-time by the 
workflow participants.  
 
2.2  VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE  
The virtual enterprise is not a new concept in management studies [Malone 91, Adams 
97, Camarinha-Matos 99a, 99b, 99c]. This research area is growing and multidisciplinary 
one. So far, there is no unified definition for this paradigm and a number of terms are 
even competing in the literature while referring to different aspects and scopes of a 
virtual enterprise [Bolcer 99, Carr 96, Ouzounis 99a, Filos 00, Alonso 99]. For instance, 
Byrne says, “a virtual enterprise is a temporary network of independent organizations, 
customers, even rivals linked by information technology to share costs, skills, and access 
to one another’s hierarchy” [Byrne 99]. To Walton and Whicker “a virtual enterprise 
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consists of a series of cooperating ‘nodes’ of core competencies which form into a supply 
chain in order to address a specific opportunity in the market place [Walton 98]. 
 
The wide variety of different networked organizations  have led to the generation of a 
number of related terms such as extended enterprise, virtual organization, networked 
organization, supply chain management, or cluster of enterprises. Some authors use some 
of these terms indistinctly to the virtual enterprises although there are differences 
between their detailed meaning [Zarli 99, Wognum 99]. 
 
Although there is no strict academic definition regarding the virtual enterprise, different 
virtual enterprise models feature common business and technical characteristics and 
attributes. The most important features of the virtual enterprises are: 
· More than one independent organizations are involved in providing the service 
· The service is performed by sharing business processes and resources  
· The sharing of processes and resources lasts for limited period of time 
· The process interfaces might be static or dynamic.  
· The number of participating organizations might be either fixed or variable  
according to the needs and requirements of the organizations involved.  
· The participating organizations are physically distributed and are connected with 
electronic means and systems  
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Based on the above common features that the virtual enterprises have, two well-defined 
categories can been identified [Zarli 99, Gibon 99], namely the  static virtual enterprises 
(SVEs) and the dynamic virtual enterprises (DVEs). 
 
In the static virtual enterprises, a set of organizations  is linked together in a static and 
fixed way, i.e. the shared business processes are tightly integrated. The business 
relationships among the organizations, i.e. the process interfaces are pre-defined, tightly 
coupled, fixed, and well integrated. The network is fixed and pre-determined and thus, 
the structure of the virtual enterprise is static and pre-determined. 
 
In dynamic virtual enterprises a set of organizations is linked dynamically, on-demand, 
and according to the requirements of the customers [Wognum 99, Mitrovic 99]. The 
participating organizations  do not have fixed business relationships and thus, the virtual 
enterprise is not static and might change continuously.  The organizations  that want to 
form a virtual enterprise relationship can register offers on one common place in relation 
to the process definitions. The partner selection procedure between the organizations is 
usually performed through negotiation. The negotiation procedure might be either manual 
or automatic [Filos, Geppert 98]. 
 
 
2.3   INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL WORKFLOW MODELS 
2.3.1   Interoperability 
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Interoperability among the organizations participating in the inter-organizational 
workflows can be achieved in various ways. Van Der Aalst presents following forms of 
interoperability [Van der aalst 99].  
 
2.3.1.1   Capacity Sharing 
In this type of models, there is only one central copy of process definition controlled by 
one centralized WFMS. The execution of tasks is distributed involving the resources of 
more than one organization and hence the autonomy of the organizations is not preserved.  
 
2.3.1.2  Case Transfer 
Each organization has the same copy of process definition i.e., the process definition is 
replicated. At any time, each process instance (case) resides at exactly one organization. 
The process instance transfers to the organization when the resources of that particular 
organization are required 
 
2.3.1.3   Extended Case Transfer 
Same as “Case Transfer” except it is not assumed that each of the organizations uses the 
same process definition i.e. at a specific organization the process may be extended with 
additional activities (tasks). 
 
2.3.1.4   Sub-contracting 
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One organization subcontracts the sub-processes (sub-workflow) to other organizations. 
For the top- level process the subcontracted processes are atomic. The definition of each 
of the sub-processes is local 
 
2.3.1.5   Loosely Coupled 
A set of local process definitions residing on the different organizations interact each 
other to form one global inter-organizational workflow. The local process instances may 
be synchronized with each other while running in parallel.  
 
2.3.2   Loosely Coupled Inter-organizational Workflow Models  
We categorize approaches of loosely coupled inter-organizational workflow models into 
three categories: split and deploy, composition, and black box. In split and deploy, a 
whole process is designed and then it is split into several sub-processes for deployment in 
different organizations. This approach is typified by METEOR project [Aalst 99] and 
Public to Private [Aalst 01]. In the approach of composition, a whole process 
specification is obtained from several segments that may be contributed by different 
organizations. Then the process is built and deployed. WISE [Lazcano 00] and CMI 
[Georgakopoulos 99] take this approach. A good representative work of this approach is 
process fragments [Lindert 99]. The black box approach introduced by CrossFlow 
[Grefen ] lets the participating organizations specify their collaboration in a central 
electronic contract. Based on this contract, services are configured and outsourced among 
the participating organizations of a virtual enterprise. 
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In the CMI [Georgakopoulos 99], a project at MCC, inter-organizational workflow was 
achieved by using a Collaboration Management Model (CMM) sitting on top of other 
workflow models to map methods and tools for defining services provided by different 
organizations. The basic idea of CMI is the integration of processes via inter-
organizational services. CMI does not aim at designing a new workflow management 
system. They assume that processes are enacted by a commercial WFMS instead. In 
WISE [Lazcano 00], a web based e-commerce platform project, the workflow designers 
can post their design segments into a common World Wide Web (WWW) based catalog 
repository. A virtual process specification can be constructed by using the segments 
retrieved from the catalog.  This specification can then be compiled and the resulted 
processes will be enacted by the WISE engine. This published work does not however 
present a concrete process model for the specification of cooperating processes, and does 
not show how the interaction is achieved. 
 
2.4   ARCHITECTURES OF WFMS  
2.4.1 Miller and Sheth’s categorization 
Miller and Sheth [Miller 96] present five categories of WFMS implementation 
architectures covering Highly Centralized, Synchronously Centralized, Asynchronous ly 
Centralized, Semi-distributed and Fully-distributed architectures. It also discusses the 
advantages and disadvantages of each category.  
 
2.4.2 Kim’s Taxonomy of WFMS’s Architectures 
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Kim gives another and more general classification of architectures of WFMS in [Kim 
01]. He presents a three level workflow architectural framework that includes generic, 
conceptual and implementation levels.  
 
2.4.2.1 Generic Level 
For generic level, it categories WFMS based on three dimensional criteria – Control, 
Application Data and Execution Scripts (Applications). Each of these dimensions is 
further divided into Centralized, Decentralized and Dispersed.  
Centralized: control, application data and / or execution scripts (Applications) are kept at 
a single site. A site is a node of the workflow network. 
Decentralized (replicated): full copies of control, application data, and / or execution 
scripts (Application) are distributed to more than one site. 
Dispersed (partitioned): control, application data, and / or execution scripts are divided 
into multiple partitions, and the various partitions are kept in a non-replicated fashion at 
different sites. 
Control dimension: concerned with scheduling or making of decisions i.e. which activity 
or activities should be enacted when, and by whom. 
Data dimension: concerned with storage and manipulation of all the data pertaining to 
applications used in the workflows. 
Execution dimension: concerned with execution of scripts – program segments that 
perform various activities within a workflow process. 
 
2.4.2.2 Conceptual Level 
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For conceptual level, the architecture can be described based on what kind of concepts 
the WFMS deals with; the relationships of these concepts and how these concepts are 
materialized in the WFMS. The concepts include Workcase, Activity, Role, Actor and  etc. 
These concepts can be materialized in a very passive way i.e. represented just as a set of 
data in a WFMS. Opposite to this, the concepts can be materialized in a very active way 
i.e. as software processes or agents. 
 
2.4.2.3  Implementation Level Architecture  
The implementation level architecture deals with caching, multiprocessing, threads 
versus process, network protocols, performance of the architecture, inter-network 
configuration and etc. 
 
2.5  TECHNOLOGIES  
The first attempts to realize inter-organizational business systems have been done by 
using Electronic Document Interchange (EDI). But certain problems  regarding the 
standard format of EDI messages, the insecure open transport networks, and the rather 
restricted context of EDI made EDI not an attractive solution for the virtual enterprises 
[Billington 94, Christopher 93, Bolcer 99, Doz 98]. 
 
A number of other technologies approach inter-organizational relationships by using 
middleware [Stricker 00, Georgakopoulos 98, Fielding 98]. The middleware is a layer of 
integration code and functionality, which allows multiple distributed systems to be 
deployed as though they were a single system. Using these middleware services 
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applications can transparently access the multiple, backend, distributed, legacy systems 
and applications [OMG 98, EJB 99, Orfali 96]. 
 
Classic middleware systems typically involve tight binding between the systems and 
processes at the various organizations [Ouzounis 98e, Thompson 99]. By closely 
coupling the organizations, classic middleware systems are able to provide rich 
functionality, but require expensive development and deployments, pre-agreement in the 
interfaces used, and carefully coordinated, ongoing deployment management.  
 
In contrast to classic component based systems, inter-organizational systems can be built 
using exchange of documents, usually described in XML [Sheth 97 and 98]. Ideally, such 
an approach would combine the strengths of EDI with the rich interaction, integration, 
and distribution supported by classic, distributed component-based systems [Stricker 99]. 
The messaging approach of “fire and forget” seems to be better in the area of inter-
organizational communication and co-ordination in comparison with the classical 
distributed object oriented concepts due to the loosely coupled approach.  
 
Finally, another emerging technical area for the development of business processes is the 
concept of intelligent mobile agents [Magedanz 99, Krause 96 and 97]. The success story 
of agents started in the early nineties with the parallel appearance of different agent 
concepts and technologies. These technologies can be roughly separated into intelligent 
agents and mobile agents [Maes, 94]. The interest in agents was coined by the increasing 
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notion of Multi Agent Systems [MAS] in the early nineties, driven by the Distributed 
Artificial Intelligence (DAI) research community [Wooldridge 95]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
OVERVIEW OF HISFlOW:  
AN INTRA-ORGANIZATIONAL WFMS 
 
 
Intra-organizational workflows are concerned with the automation of procedures where 
documents, information or tasks are passed between the participants of the organization 
according to a defined set of rules to achieve or contribute to an overall business goal. 
Whilst workflow may be manually organized, in practice workflow is organized within 
the context of an IT system to provide computerized support for the procedural 
automation.  
 
In this chapter, we mention key concepts and definitions pertaining to the workflow 
technology and our implementation of intra-organizational WFMS, HISFlow, on which 
inter-organizational WFMS is based. This includes process meta model, role model, 
application model and process instance. Our methodology of presenting the se concepts is 
through an illustrative example of a workflow for managing diabetic patients in Pediatrics 
Clinic of National University Hospital - Singapore, the collaborator of the research 
project. From time to time, as we move along through the chapter, we use this example to 
render above mentioned concepts. 
 
3.1   SCENARIO OF DIABETIC PATIENT MANAGEMENT  
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Healthcare delivery is highly process-driven [Maij 00]. There are well-defined steps in 
the case of any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure. The completion of a step often leads 
to the beginning of another step and each step may require some authorization and 
invocation of legacy applications. Moreover, changes of diagnostic procedures due to the 
new health policies are common in healthcare domain. All these factors demand us to 
develop a WFMS that provides computerized support for the healthcare procedural 
automation. With such a WFMS, activities or processes captured in the system can be 
streamlined and their performance can be improved upon. The system can also automate 
collaborative work among the users and allocate resources and work according to the 
workload of users. Doctors can make faster and better decisions and time required to 
complete a task can also be shortened. 
 
Diabetes is a life long condition which requires continual consultation [Diabetes]. The 
scenario under consideration is management of diabetic patients in Pediatrics Clinic of 
National University Hospital. When such a patient visits the clinic, he/she gets registered 
at the counter with the registration nurse. If this is his/her first visit, he/she has to proceed 
to the educator for getting his/her history information recorded, before going to the 
medical nurse. Otherwise he/she is asked to directly go to medical nurse who performs 
some of the general medical tests. If the results are ok, he/she can proceed to the doctor, 
otherwise the patient has to go through further medical tests in the special tests 
laboratory. This laboratory registers the patient again for its record. Here, eye 
examination and blood test are conducted. After completion, the patient is asked to go for 
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consultation with the doctor. The same procedure is repeated for every visit of all diabetic  
patients. 
3.2   KEY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS  
3.2.1   Process Meta Model 
As we can see from the above scenario, the diabetic patient management at the clinic 
involves certain process or procedural steps. For automation of such a clinical or an 
administrative process, we have to capture and then transform this process into computer 
understandable representation. We need a process meta model for the representation of 
the process. Keeping in mind the standardization efforts for such process meta models, 
we surveyed different available process meta models including Workflow Management 
Coalition (WFMC) Interface 1 [WFMC 1], Business Process Modeling Language  
[BPMI], XLANG [Microsoft], EDOC [OMG 01], WSFL [IBM] and UML2.0 [UML]. 
Out of these meta models, we opt WFMC’s Interface 1 (or Process Definition) for its 
maturity and being industry standard for WFMS. The process definition contains all 
necessary information about the process to enable it to be executed by the workflow 
enactment service (workflow run-time system). This includes information about its start 
and complete conditions, constituent activities, and rules and conditions for navigating 
between them. It also includes participants to perform these activities, references to 
applications that might be invoked, and definition of any workflow relevant data that 
might be used to control flow of activities as given in WFMC Interface 1 [WFMC 1].   
 
The figure 3.1 shows the graphical representation of the process definition for above  
mentioned scenario. Process activities are drawn as blocks and an arrow represents 
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transition from one activity to another along with a condition if any. The “Special Tests” 
activity in the diabetic patient workflow demonstrates the concept of sub-workflow and 
signifies how another workflow can be used as a sub-workflow to accomplish one 
business goal. In the figure 3.1, broken lines point to the sub-workflow “Special Tests” 
that further contains three activities. 
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Figure 3.1: Diabetic patient workflow and special tests sub-workflow 
 
Now we define the major constituents of the process meta model  
Activity: a description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process. 
The types of activity we support are: 
§ Loop activity: supports two kinds of loops, Repeat-until and While-do.  
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§ Sub-workflow activity: this type of activity contains another workflow to have 
parent-child relationship. 
§ Routing activity: this is a dummy activity that does nothing except letting the 
workflow designer have more complex workflow logic. 
§ Atomic activity: the normal basic unit of a workflow. 
 
Condition: a logical expression which may be evaluated by a workflow engine to decide 
the sequence of activity execution within a process. The relations between two conditions 
can be AND and XOR. The operator in a condition can be: >, >=, <=, <, !=, ==. 
 
Restriction: The types of restrictions we support are: XOR Split, AND Split, XOR Join and 
AND Join. These Joins and Splits help to have a network of activities. In the given 
scenario, we have two Splits and two Joins and both are XOR e.g. if the patient type is 
“New” then the control goes to activity “History” otherwise it goes to activity “Medical 
Test”.  
 
Transition: a point during the execution of a process where one activity completes and 
the thread of control passes to another activity. 
 
Participant: this is a logical entity/agent/actor who is supposed to perform an activity. In 
process meta model the participant is an abstraction of role(s) which is defined in the role 
model. 
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Relevant data: the control data that is used by a WFMS to determine the transitions of 
activities. 
 
Environment data: data that describes the computer system, on which the WFMS is 
running. 
 
3.2.2 Role Model 
Although the role model is not a part of WFMC specification, it is beneficial to include 
the role model in WFMSs to simplify the complexity of security administration. 
Generally security policies can be expressed in two ways: either using users or roles. The 
role model is used to express security policies in terms of the roles of the organization. 
The roles represent organizational agents to perform certain job functions within the 
organizations. The users in turn are assigned to the appropriate roles based on their 
qualifications and responsibilities. The use of roles to specify the authorizations reduces 
the complexity of access control because the number of roles in an organization is 
significantly smaller than that of the users. Moreover, the role-based authorization 
facilitates dynamic load balancing in workflow environments when an activity can be 
performed by the several individuals. 
 
We propose a simple role model and focus on demonstrating the concept behind the role 
model to achieve activity assignment and access control. Following figure 3.2 shows the 
role meta model. The elements of the model are 
Definition-Role: a set of permissions and accessibilities e.g. a doctor or a medical nurse. 
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Definition-User: a person or an individual in the organization who can play a role, such 
as: Mr. Boon, Miss Lim etc. 
Definition- Action: an operation to be performed on an activity or a process such as 
create process, suspend process, execute activity or abort activity.   
By using the following simple role meta model, a tree like role hierarchy can be 
described. The allowed actions of the upper role in the hierarchy are the super set of all 
the actions that can be performed by all the lower roles.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Model elements of the role model 
 
Both process definition and role models are designed independently. The connection 
between role model and process definition is made through the binding of participants 
with particular roles. We use our example scenario to map activity role and user(s) in the 
diabetes department in Table1.1 and Table1.2 for diabetes and special tests workflows. 
 
Activity Role User(s) 
Registration Registration Nurse Mr. Lin, Miss Chong 
History Educator Mr. Sam 
Medical Tests Medical Nurse Miss Hun, Miss Lim 
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Check up Doctor Mr. Lim, Mr. Mat 
Special Tests -  - 
Table 1.1: Diabetic patient workflow 
 
Activity Role User(s) 
Lab Registration Laboratory Attendant Mr. Boon 
Special test Laboratory Operator Mr. Keat, Mr. Khim 
Blood test Laboratory Operator Mr. Keat 
Table 1.2: Special Tests sub-workflow 
 
3.2.3   Application Model 
The activities mentioned in the process definition are just logical steps. These activities 
have to be associated with external applications that perform the actual work. In our 
example, the activity “Registration” mentioned in the process definition has to be 
associa ted with a set of web pages (or web application) that get the patient’s registration 
information and store it. In this case, we call the web application “Registration 
Application”. We need to specify information about the web applications that are 
associated with the activities. As we are considering web applications, the information is 
simple and straight forward. This information includes: 
Parameter: contains attributes to be passed into as well as out of a specific application;  
Parameter-Relevant Data Mapping: Through this mapping, the system decides which 
relevant data is mapped to an input or output parameter of a workflow application. 
Command Name: gives the location of the application. For a web application, it is 
application URL. 
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As registration activity is the first activity, it does not have input parameters but it does 
have output parameters (Patient ID, Patient Type). The values of these parameters are set 
from within the registration application. The branching condition is based on the value of 
Patient Type. Patient ID which is output of registration activity will be input of the next 
activities. The following tables show corresponding parameters and URL against each 






                    URL 
Registration HRN, Patient Type http://myserver/diabetes/Start.jsp 
History HRN http://myserver/diabetes/Educator.jsp 
Medical Tests HRN, HbAlc http://myserver/diabetes/PatientCase.jsp 
Check up HRN http://myserver/diabetes/Checkup.jsp 
Special Tests   -           - 
Table 2.1: Diabetic patient workflow applications 
 
Activity Parameters 
(input & output) 
URL 
Lab Registration HRN http://myserver /diabetes/Start2.jsp 
Eye test HRN http://myserver/diabetes/EyeTest.jsp 
Blood test HRN http://myserver/diabetes/BloodTest.jsp 
Table 2.2: Special Tests sub-workflow applications 
3.2.4   Activity Instance 
An activity instance is a live copy of an activity defined in the process definition.  
Following are the states of an activity instance in our system as shown in the figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3: the state diagram of an activity instance 
 
A_Ready: this is the start state of an activity, the state when an activity instance is 
created. This state signifies that the activity instance is presented to a user and it is ready 
to be run.  
A_Running: when the user starts the activity instance, the state of activity instance is 
changed to A_Running state.  
A_Terminated: an activity instance will be terminated if the user has finished with the 
activity instance successfully.  
A_Suspended: this state signifies that the user is not allowed to proceed with the activity 
instance, although he/she can see the activity instance. 
A_Abort: this state signifies that the activity instance is finished abnormally. 
 
3.2.5   Process Instance (Workflow Case) 
The process instance is an active copy of a process definition. The closest analogy is 
object oriented paradigm where a class is a definition and the objects are live copies of 
the class. Although a process instance is an active notion, it is represented as a set of data 
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in the database, not as a software process. The following figure 3.4 shows the state 
transitions of a process instance.  
 
 
Figure 3.4: the state diagram of a process instance 
 
3.2.5.1   States 
P_Ready: this is the first state of a process instance when it is created. It means the 
process instance is ready to run. 
P_Running: this state identifies that there is at least one activity instance that is in one of 




P_Suspended: this state identifies that there is no running activity instances. 
P_Abort: this state signifies abnormal termination of the process instance.  
P_Terminated: this state signifies normal termination of the process instance. 
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3.2.5.2   Transitions   
P_Ready -> P_Running: for this transition, the start activity of a process is instantiated 
i.e. the instance of the first activity is in the running state.  
P_Running -> P_Suspended: for this transition, states of all the running activity instances 
are changed to the suspended state. 
P_Suspended -> P_Running: for this transition, states of all the suspended activity 
instances are changed back to the running state. 
P_Running -> P_Abort: for this transition, states of all the running and suspended 
activity instances are changed to the abort state.  
P_Ready -> P_Abort: for this transition, no change in the state of the activity instance is 
required as there is no activity instance in the process instance. 
P_Running -> P_Terminated: this transition occurs when the last activity instance of the 
process instance is terminated normally.  
 
 




META MODEL OF A VIRTUAL PROCESS 
 
 
The most relevant activities within a healthcare organization can be described in the form 
of business processes as mentioned in [Maij 00]. Following this idea, we define a virtual 
process as a business process whose definition and enactment is distributed among more 
than one healthcare organization. From here, we define the virtual health enterprises as 
those whose business processes are virtual processes. The potential participating 
organizations do have their own internal processes which are developed previously 
without considering that they could be part of any virtual process. Therefore building and 
enacting a virtual process from such local processes is a big challenge. This challenge is 
intensified when dynamics of relationships, autonomous behavior of local processes and 
heterogeneity of WFMSs are considered. To address the challenge, changes in a process 
meta model and a process enactment framework are required. These changes should be 
such that they could  easily be adopted by the WFMSs that are following the standards. In 
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To an organization a “partial view of a virtual process” is the part of who le virtual 
process seen by it. Such partial view of virtual process consists of organization’s local 
process and parts of the processes of other interacting organizations. We developed a 
meta model for partial view of a virtual process and virtual process enactment 
framework.  The framework is distributed and based on a collection of autonomous, 
physically apart, possibly heterogeneous workflow management systems connected in a 
loosely coupled way, most likely through the Internet. The hook-up procedure to make 
one virtual clinical or administrative process is bottom up. This means, firstly, the 
organization designs its own local process and then either exposes some of its activities 
for other health service providers, or connects its activities with some of the exposed 
activities of other healthcare service providers. Ultimately we get one virtual process, 
activities of which are distributed among more than one health service providers. For 
process modeling, we extended modeling constructs of reference meta model of process 
definition of the WFMC [WFMC1]. The obvious advantage of which is that it would be 
semantically compatible with most of the existing and coming workflow management 
systems.  Section 2 presents meta model of partial view of virtual process and in the 
section 3, after presenting an illustrative example, the applications of this approach are 
discussed.  
 
4.2 META MODEL OF PARTIAL VIEW OF VIRTUAL PROCESS 
Broadly there have been two approaches for the design and development of the virtual 
processes: bottom-up and top-down. In the bottom-up approach, participating 
organizations design and develop their local processes independently. After having 
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designed and developed these local processes, organizations start building up virtual 
process by joining their local processes with each other. In the second approach, a virtual 
process is first conceived, designed and then distributed among the participating 
organizations. The first approach has been implemented for eCommerce in a way that the 
local processes are wrapped up in one form or the other (mostly as services) and then 
they are exposed or their description is sent to one common place to form a virtual 
process. Our solution follows the first approach but it is different from other existing 
solutions.  After having designed its local process, the organization defines its own partial 
view of the virtual process consisting of parts of external processes as well. The 
organization does not need to know the organizations and their processes which are 
beyond its view of virtual process.  
 
Our meta model for partial view of virtual process is actually an extension of the meta 
model of the process definition as specified by WFMC [WFMC1]. We add five new 
notions which are shown as shaded blocks in the figure 4.1. For the sake of simplicity of 
the figure, two standard types of activity (dummy, loop) are not shown.  
 


































Figure 4.1:  meta model of partial view of a virtual process 
 
The entity proxy process represents an external process and during enactment it would be 
realized by the external WFMS. The proxy process consists of proxy activities which 
represent exposed activities of the external process. In other words, proxy activity or 
proxy process substitute some real activity or process running on some other workflow 
management system. From the meta model, we can define transitions from real activity to 
proxy activity and vice versa. However, there is no output/input and participant attached 
to proxy activity, as proxy activities are not supposed to produce or consume 
output/input. Similarly proxy activities are not meant to be executed by the local role. 
Entity of external organization contains the information regarding identification of 
external organization, communication protocol to be used, the WFMS it has and etc. 
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It should be noted that “proxy activity” and the activity whose type is “proxy process” are 
two different things. If the type of the activity is “Proxy Process” it means that the 
activity will act as sub-process which will be realized and executed on the workflow 
management system of some external organization. This is to support sub-contracting as 
in [15]. 
 
All the other notions in figure 4.1 are standard notions of WFMC [WFMC1]. In short, 
with the help of this meta model we can draw a network of processes and activities which 
may consist of normal processes or proxy processes. This network is the part of virtual 
process an organization can see or control autonomously. We name it partial view of 
virtual process as this is the view of virtual process seen by the organization. This meta 
model supports all the models specified in WFMC “interoperability models” [WFMC4].  
 
4.3 BUILDING OF PARTIAL VIEWS OF A VIRTUAL PROCESS 
4.3.1  An illustrative example 
The example in figure 4.2 illustrates the application of above approach and meta model. 
This example is inspired by one of the scenarios given in [ERDIP], named “Acute 
Forensic Examination” (AFE). In figure 4.2, the local workflow processes of the 
participating organizations - community pediatrics, police, examination room provider 
and post AFE care provider – are modeled by using WFMC meta model [WFMC1]. 
These local workflows have been designed previously without the consideration that they 
would be a part of any virtual healthcare enterprise. In the figure 4.2, an oval shows one 
activity, which is a unit of work in a workflow process. The arrow from one oval to 
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another symbolizes a transition from one activity to another along with the condition (the 
outputs of the activity are no t shown here.) The splitting and joining of the activities are 
as mentioned in the process definition specified by WFMC [WFMC1]. For the sake of 
better clarity in discussion, unnecessary activities, details and issues have been omitted.  
 
When receiving a report of alleged rape case of a child, the police assess it and then 
prepare a request of “Acute Forensic Examination” (AFE). The request is normally 
passed manually to the community pediatrics to be acted upon. While other threads of the 
workflow are running in parallel, this thread of activities waits for the initial AFE report 
to be entered. After getting the initial AFE Report and doing other activities, the police 
workflow waits for full AFE Report.  Please note that, in this scenario, the interaction 
between the police and the community pediatrics is done manually. Similarly the 
community pediatrics has its own automated local process to entertain the request of AFE 
which is shown in the figure 4.2. There are two possible outcomes here: the victim is near 
to the community pediatrics and hence AFE is to be done locally, otherwise the AFE is to 
be done at a nearby hospital. For the second possibility, the request for the room is made 
to the nearby hospital. If AFE is performed at other hospital than both initial results and 
final assessment are entered manually to the local workflow of community pediatrics for 
the preparation of initial and final AFE reports. At the end of AFE, if necessary the 
patient is admitted to the post AFE care provider for further medical and psychological 
treatment. The local workflows of AFE room provider and post AFE care provider are 
self explanatory. Again only the relevant parts of processes are shown in the figure 4.2. 
 















































Community Pediatrics Post AFE care Provider
 
Figure 4.2:  four local processes of participating organizations 
 
4.3.2   Partial View  
Suppose the four autonomous organizations now wish to establish a virtual enterprise as 
quickly as possible with least changes to be made in their local workflow processes 
created previously. This can be done in two main steps. In the first step, every 
organization exposes some part of the local workflow process to the designated external 
organization. This is achieved by creating a proxy process and its proxy activities as 
shown in the figure 4.3. A proxy process is created for one of the following purposes: a 
local workflow wants to expose some activities or a local workflow wants to access 
activities of other organization.  
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Figure 4.3:  partial views of virtual processes of participating organizations 
 
Just to explain, we focus on the police and the community pediatrics and their 
interactions. Based on above rules, the police create one proxy process to access 
community pediatrics’ process. Similarly the community pediatrics creates three proxy 
processes: one to expose its activities to the police and two to access external processes 
of room provider and AFE post care provider (figure 4.3). The proxy process meant for 
the police has three proxy activities. These activities act as proxies of the activities A1, 
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A7 and A8 (activities to be accessed by the police). For instance, activity PA1 is a proxy 
of activity A1. This proxy process is created and configured to be seen and accessed only 
by one organization: the police. If the same activity, say A7 of the community pediatrics, 
is supposed to access activity of another external organization, say room provider, then a 
new process activity as part of another proxy process will be created for that 
organization. The transitions between proxy and real activities along with the conditions 
are defined as part of this step. Likewise, all the organizations create necessary proxy 
processes and its proxy activities, and configure them to be seen by respective 
organizations.  
 
The second step is to bind proxy activities of one partial view with the counter parts of 
other organization. For example, the police bind PA2 of its partial view with PA1 of 
community pediatrics. It should be noted that the workflow builder of the police see only 
proxy process and its three activities of the community pediatrics. All other internal 
details of the community pediatrics workflow are hidden from the police. After this step, 
the partial views of all the organizations are shown in figure 4.3.   
 
4.3.3   Distributed Control  
The transition from a real activity to a proxy activity or a proxy activity to a real activity 
is same as the transition between real activities. But the proxy activity itself does not do 
anything except two things: the communication and the distribution of control. When the 
transition from a local activity to a proxy activity occurs, the proxy activity sends a 
message to its bonded proxy activity on the other WFMS. This message contains the 
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output of the real activity which is input of the next real activity on the receiving WFMS. 
This message also gives the control of the thread of activities to the workflow process on 
the receiving WFMS.  
 
 
Figure 4.4: distributed control over a virtual process 
 
Let us consider the transitions A2 ?  PA2 ?  PA1 ?  A1 which are shown in the figure 
4.4. If we remove the proxy activities, the transition becomes A2 ?  A1 which is the 
transition of real activities belonging to two different WFMSs. For successful transition 
between the real activities both conditions, C11 and C12, have to be satisfied. As it is 
clear from the figure 4.4, the conditions are distributed and controlled independently by 
the two participating organizations. Hence from the perspective of the whole virtual 
process, the control is distributed. In such transitions, the WFMSs involved could be 
heterogeneous; hence there is a need to have transformation of data format and 
communication protocol. The proxy activities can be used to perform this necessary 
transformation. 
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CHAPTER 5 




After having designed a virtual process with the help of meta model of partial view of 
virtual process, we need a framework to enact it. This framework is called virtual process 
enactment framework. The virtual process enactment framework is a set of WFMS nodes 
that are collaborating in a very loosely coupled way. Each one of these WFMS nodes is 
an intra-organizational workflow management system owned by a participating 
organization. The set of such WFMSs collaborates with each other according to the logic 
defined with the help of meta model of partial view of virtual process. To understand the 
working of virtual process enactment, we first need to understand the architecture and 
working of the intra-organizational workflow management system, called HISFlow. In 
this chapter we present tools of HISFlow, their internal working and implementation 
details. In the next chapter, we present the overall architecture of virtual process 
enactment framework along with the models of interactions among WFMSs. 
 
5.1   USER VIEW OF HISFLOW 
From a user point of view, HISFlow can be seen as a set of tools and software artifacts 
with which the users interact directly. As shown in the figure 5.1, this set includes 
worklist, administrative console, HISFlow visual builder, activity application, application 
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handler API and WFMS run-time. In Figure 5.1, each oval signifies one software artifact 
that is a part of HISFlow. 
 
Figure 5.1: user view – end user view and developer view 
 
Worklist: it is a to-do list of the user which contains all the activities that are supposed to 
be executed by the user. 
Administrative Console: an interface through which the user can create, suspend, abort, 
monitor and control the process instances and activities.   
HISFlow Visual Builder: a tool that lets the user design the workflows graphically with 
the help of drag and drop facilities.  
Activity Application: an application that is associated with one activity of a workflow e.g. 
registration of diabetic patient or recording patient’s history.  
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Workflow Application: an application that corresponds to one whole workflow and fulfils 
a bigger business objective i.e. a workflow application is a set of more than one activity 
application e.g. diabetes workflow application. 
Application Handler API: an application programming interface (API) to enable the 
activity applications to communicate with WFMS.  
Run-time: a part of the WFMS that enacts (executes) processes. 
 
As shown in the figure 5.1, there are two categories of the users of HISFlow: end users 
and application developers. The end users include workflow designer, administrator and 
workflow application user. Workflow designer is the one who designs and specifies 
workflow graphically with the help of HISFlow visual builder. Workflow designer 
merely specifies procedural logic or flow of activities (steps) of a workflow. These 
logical activities are associated with activity applications which actually perform the 
tasks. Application developer is the one who develops these activity applications and 
enables them to communicate with the WFMS by using application handler API and run-
time part of the system. Here, the developers of activity applications are considered users 
of the system. The activity applications are meant to be used by one of the end users i.e. 
the workflow application user e.g. the doctors and the nurses. The workflow application 
user accesses the activity application (activities) through worklist.  
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5.2   SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
According to [Bernstein 96], a framework is a software environment which allows it to 
enact applications of a specific domain effectively and efficiently. An API, a user 
interface and a set of tools characterize a framework. Following this definition of 
framework, workflow management system can be regarded as a framework.  
 
The figure 5.2 shows the sub-systems and their interaction with each other. HISFlow 
visual builder is a desktop application that generates three kinds of information: XML 
documents of the role model and the process definitions, and the application model. With 
the help of HISFlow visual builder, these models are deployed into run-time subsystem 
which is a set of components and web applications. Through the web browser, the 
deployed process definitions can be accessed and processes can be instantiated, 
monitored and controlled. Worklists are also accessible through the web browsers and 
when the activities are executed the corresponding applications are popped up in the 
same browser. These applications maintain their own data independently and WFMS 
does not have access to this data.  However, the applications do communicate with run-
time subsystem through HTTP protocol.  
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Figure 5.2: the architecture of HISFlow 
 
5.3   HISFLOW VISUAL BUILDER 
This is a set of graphical tools that allows workflow designers to define and edit the 
process definitions, the role model and the application model. Such graphical tools 
include process definition builder, role model builder, application model builder and 
deployment wizard. The workflow designer can use the drag and drop facility of these 
builders to draw the workflow graphically. This graphical representation of the workflow 
is stored in memory in a standard form of DOM and this DOM representation is 
converted to an XML document. Then deployment wizard is used to deploy these XML 
documents of the process definitions and the role model into a relational database which 
is a part of run-time subsystem. This representation of the process definition is readable 
by the run-time subsystem. The storing of process definitions and role models as XML 
documents is done for the sake of flexibility. Any other third party builder can also be 
used to generate the process definitions. For that, an XML translator can be developed 
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that can automatically translate third party generated XML documents to our format of 
XML which can be deployed to our database. In short, this approach decouples the two 
main parts of the system, the build-time and the run-time. 
 
The tools in HISFlow visual builder can be used independently but they are also hosted in 
the main host application for the sake of giving one integrated interface to the users. This 
brings great flexibility to the end user and facilitates the system developer to replace, 
modify or enhance any one of them.  
 
The implementation of HISFlow visual builder depends largely on ActiveX components. 
These components decompose complex operations into small pieces and are reusable in 
several other tools. These modular components make the whole system easily 
maintainable. The platform of HISFlow visual builder is Microsoft Windows. Sybase 
relational database is our workflow repository. Importing XML documents of the process 
definitions to the database is done through Microsoft ActiveX Data Object (ADO). 
Visual Basic is chosen as the implementation environment  for its speed and ability to 
build good graphical user interface. MSXML parser is used to convert DOM 
representation of the process definitions and the role models to XML documents, as 
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Figure 5.3: transformation of process definition representations 
 
We defined our own XML schema of the process definition in HISFlow. WFMC also 
released an XML process definition language (XPDL) in May 2001. However, when we 
started to implement our HISFlow visual builder, there was no standard specification of 
XML-encoded process definition, so we defined the XML process definition schema for 
HISFlow. But with the help of a converter both schemas can be converted to each other 
easily.  
 
         
Figure 5.4: snapshot of HISFlow visual builder 
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5.4   RUN-TIME SUBSYSTEM 
The process definitions deployed in the database are merely specifications or templates of 
a workflow. To execute a workflow we have to create a live copy of such process 
definitions, called process instances (or cases). We can have more than one instance of 
the same process definition out of which each and every instance has its own state. Like 
the process instances, we have activity instances which are live copies of the activities 
defined in a process definition. An activity instance to a process instance is what an 
activity to a process definition is.  
 
An illustrative analogy of process definitions and process instances can be taken from the 
object oriented paradigm. A process definition is like a class and a process instance is like 
an instance of the class. Moreover, a process instance is an aggregate of the activity 
instances. Following our example mentioned in the chapter 3 (section 3.2.1), a process 
instance of diabetes process definition will be created for every visit of a patient. And 
each process instance contains its own set of activity instances e.g. instances of 
registration activity, medical activity and etc.  
 
As shown in the figure 5.4, the run-time subsystem is further divided into four functional 
parts: workflow engine, administrative console, application handler and worklist handler. 
The workflow engine is the core of the run-time subsystem that routes (schedules) the 
various activities by interpreting the process definitions. The administrator of the 
workflow management system interacts with the workflow engine through administrative 
console to create new process instances, and monitor and controls them. A workflow 
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application user gets his activity instances to execute through the worklist. While the 
activity instances are being executed, associated activity applications are invoked. These 
activity applications are external to the run-time subsystem and interact with it through 
the application handler. There are three kinds of information stored in the runtime 
subsystem: workflow repository, process instances and worklists. As mentioned earlier, 
workflow repository is storage of database representation of workflow process 
definitions, which is read and interpreted by the workflow engine. The control data 
consists of the process instance related data including process instance states and relevant 
data. A worklist contains all the information about currently running activities i.e. this is 
the repository of all the activities to be executed in the system.  
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5.4.1   Workflow Engine 
The workflow engine is a core of a WFMS that routes (schedules) right activities to right 
persons at right time by interpreting the database representation of a process definition. 
The workflow engine is also responsible of creating new process instances and exposes 
them for the purpose of monitoring. The high level design of the workflow engine is 
given in the figure 5.5. This three layered design of the workflow engine consists of 
components implemented as Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs). The layered approach is 
meant to divide the EJBs based on the nature of tasks they perform. The highest layer 
contains the components (EJBs) that mainly expose functionality of the workflow engine 
and implement security. The middle layer actually implements the bus iness logic of the 
workflow engine. The third and the lowest layer is a set of entity beans, one of the types 




Figure 5.6: High level design of the workflow engine  
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5.4.1.1   Router 
This component is the brain of run-time subsystem and decides what is/are the next 
activity/activities to be instantiated depending on two things : the logic of the process 
definition and the current status of the process instance. The current status of the process 
instance is determined by the current values of the relevant data.  When an activity 
instance finishes, a message is passed to the Router by the CoreInterface through 
ActivityHandler. The Router then picks the next activities by interpreting the process 
definition present in the database. The activities are in turn created by the 
ActivityHandler component. If any of the activities happens to be a sub-workflow then an 
instance of the sub-workflow is created by calling a method on the ProcessHandler 
component.  
 
5.4.1.2   CoreInterface 
The CoreInterface is just a set of collective interfaces of all components of the middle 
layer. This component does not contain any business logic within it. It is primarily for 
two main objectives. First, objective is to give only one exposed interface to outside of 
the workflow engine to access all the functionalities. Second, security is enforced in this 
component by using SecurityManager. The obvious advantage is that the core 
components don’t have to bother about security issues. To show the working of 
CoreInterface a particular scenario is considered in the following figure 5.6. 






CoreInterface ProcessHandler ActivityHandler Database
Login(Password, Name)
SQL Statements to create sessionLogin(Password, Name)
ListRoles(SessionID) ListRoles(SessionID) SQL Statements to get Roles
EstablishtRole(SessionID)
EstablishtRole(SessionID)













SQL Statements to 
creat activity instance
SetProcessInstanceName(Name) SQL Statements to process instance name
Figure 5.7: a snapshot of interaction of the components of workflow engine 
 
5.4.1.3   SecurityManager 
The current security model is simple and is based on the role model. At the design time, a 
workflow designer can specify the actions that a particular role can perform. When the 
user logs into the system as a particular role, he/she is assigned a session ID. Every 
subsequent request by the user is checked at CoreInterface component level against the 
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given session ID by using SecurityManager component. The interaction among the 
components of the workflow engine is explained through the scenario diagram shown in 
the figure 5.6. 
 
5.4.2   ApplicationHandler Servlet 
There are two parts of the interaction of an external application with workflow 
management system: invocation of the external application and sending the data from the 
external application to workflow management system. The invoking of application for 
one particular activity instance involves getting the URL of the associated application and 
the parameters to be passed to the application. In addition to parameters, the context of 
the process instance is also passed to the application at the time of invocation as part of 
the URL. This context contains process instance ID, activity instance ID and the URL 
where the application is supposed to jump after it is done. The external application uses 
this context to pass the data to WFMS. For this purpose, the external application jumps to 
ApplicationHandler Servlet with this context as part of jump URL. ApplicationHandler 
Servlet passes this information to workflow engine through the exposed interface of the 
ApplicationHandler component. This component updates the workflow relevant data of 
the right process instance.  
 
5.4.3   WorklistHandler 
The worklist is a collection of activities to be performed by a particular participant (or 
role).  Whenever any end user of that role is logged into the system, the corresponding 
worklist is presented to him. He can select any one of the listed activities to execute. 
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WorklistHandler is a set of JSPs that can be accessed through any web browser. When 
the user executes an activity, the activity application is popped up and when it is finished, 
the user jumps back to his worklist.  
 
5.4.3   Administrative Console 
The administrative console allows the user to perform administration and monitoring of 
the process instances. This administration and monitoring let the user create new process 
instances, and abort, suspend or restart the old ones. It also facilitates the user to see the 
details of all the previously completed or currently running process instances and their 
details. The administrative console is also a web application and is accessible through any 
web browser. 
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CHAPTER 6 




6.1   OVERVIEW  
As mentioned earlier in the chapter 5, a Virtual Process Enactment Framework (VPEF) is 
a network of WFMS nodes. These WFMSs are maintained, monitored and controlled 
autonomously by the participating organizations of a virtual enterprise. Moreover, they 
are also likely to be heterogeneous. Hence it is required that the autonomy and 
heterogeneity of the WFMS are kept intact while they are participating in the VPEF. In 
order to enable already developed Intra-organizational WFMS take part in a VPEF, the 
changes should be minimized. 
 
System architecture shown in the figure 6.1 represents major components of two WFMS 
nodes. Either of these nodes is linked to other through the component called Request 
Handler that acts as the only window to it. The request handler lets the participating 
organizations have interactions for three purposes: building, executing and monitoring of 
the virtual processes. At the build-time of the virtual process, HISFlow visual builder 
requests the request handler of other WFMS to get the exposed proxy activities. Then the 
HISFlow visual builder binds external proxy activities with its local proxy activities. 
During the execution of a virtual process instance, a workflow engine needs to interact 
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with other workflow engine to create, synchronize and update local process instances. To 
accomplish all these different tasks, we need a defined set of messages to pass around 
among WFMS nodes. For this, we considered all three available standards: interface 4 of 
WFMC [WFMC4], JFlow [OMG 98] and SWAP [SWAP]. We follow the standard 
specified by the interface 4 of WFMC [WFMC4]. In spite of the closest match, we have 
to introduce new messages to cater the requirements of our approach. These required 
messages are mainly for viewing of exposed proxies, binding of proxies and activity-




Figure 6.1: abstract architecture of Virtual Process Enactment Framework 
 
6.1.1   Architecture of Extended Workflow Engine  
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To enable the intra-organizational WFMS to take part in the virtual process enactment 
framework, we need to make few changes in the workflow engine too. The extended 
workflow engine is shown in the following figure 6.2.  
 
 
Figure 6.2: architecture of extended workflow engine and request handler 
 
The request handler mentioned above in the architecture diagram (figure 6.1) is 
connected to two functional components: the build-time request interpreter and run-time 
request interpreter. The request handler is a HTTP servlet and is meant to receive any 
XML requests from other WFMSs. Such received XML requests could be part of the run-
time or build-time interactions. If the request belongs to the build-time interactions then it 
would be interpreted by the build-time request interpreter which is an enterprise java 
bean. This component performs the actions required on the workflow repository and 
composes the response as well. If the message belongs to the run-time interaction then it 
would be interpreted by the run-time request interpreter which is a part of the extended 
workflow engine. This component then further makes the request to the intra-
organizational workflow engine to perform the interpreted actions. 
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As part of either run-time interactions or build-time interactions, the intra-organizational 
workflow engine uses XML message component to compose the requests to be made to 
other WFMSs.  
 
6.2   META MODEL OF VIRTUAL PROCESS ENACTMENT  
Each partial view of a virtual process is enacted independently and separately on a 
WFMS. But during this enactment the WFMS interacts with other WFMSs according to 
the definition of partial view of virtual process to achieve enactment of the whole virtual 
process. Like a local process definition, a virtual process may have more than one 
case/instance. As a virtual process definition is a set of local process definitions, a virtual 
process instance is a set of local process instances. Based on our meta model of partial 
view of a virtual process, we propose meta model of virtual process enactment. This meta 
model is shown in the figure 6.2 along with some entities of meta model of partial view 
of virtual process to show the relationship between both models.  
 
Partial virtual process instance: it is an instance of partial view of a virtual process. 
 
Process control data: the internal data of a process instance to control the flow of the 
process. 
 
Activity instance data: a part of the process control data given to an activity. 
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Proxy process instance:  an instance of a proxy process. 
 
 
Figure 6.3:  meta model of virtual process enactment 
 
As we can see from the figure 6.2, a partial virtual process instance consists of a local 
process instance and the proxy process instance(s). The process instance is a type of or 
live running copy of local process definition. Similarly, proxy process instance(s) is a 
type of or live running copy of proxy process(s) which is supposed to be realized by some 
external organization(s).  Every process instance has its own control data (or process 
instance data) which is a copy of relevant data defined in the process definition. This 
process instance data is distributed among activity instances and is supposed to be 
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updated by the associated activity applications (or web application). An activity instance 
is put in to a worklist of a user who will be playing some particular role.   
 
6.3   INTERACTION MODELS 
As mentioned above, to enact a virtual process the nodes of a network of WFMS have to 
interact with each other. There are two types of interactions: interactions at build-time 
and interactions at run-time. All the interactions between two nodes of WFMSs are done 
through XML messages over HTTP, be it build-time interactions or run-time interactions. 
Interaction at build-time is done between HISFlow visual builder of the local node and 
the request handler of other node, while the interaction at run-time is done between the 
workflow engine of local node and the request handler of other node.  
 
6.3.1   Build-time Interactions  
6.3.1.1   Messages 
There are two major parts of the message: the message header and the message body. The 
message header further consists of three elements: Request, Key and Request ID. The 
Request signifies that this message is a request to differentiate it from the Response 
Message. It also indicates if the response of the Request is required. The Key element 
points to the target of the request. The following is the detail of standard messages we 
implemented along with the little additions we made. 
1. CreateProcessInstance 
This message is used to instantiate a process on other WFMS node. In this case, 
the Key element is the identification of process definition to be instantiated on 
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other WFMS node. The element RequestID is the unique identification of this 
request. The main purpose of this unique identification is to track the requests and 
the responses. The following shaded block presents an example of the message to 
show its structure.  












The only immediate child element of the message body represents the type of the 
message which is to create process instance. The child element Observer Key identifies 
the source of the request i.e. the identification of organization that is sending the 
message. The Context Data, if any, is used as initialization data of the process instance to 
be created. 
 
The messages we added are 
1. GetProcessDefinitions 
This message is used at build-time when the workflow designer inquires about all 
the process definitions of a WFMS in other organization which are public to his 






<Key> Process Definition ID </Key> 
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This message is a part of the build-time interactions and is used to get all the 
exposed activities of a particular process definition. That is why the target or Key 
element is an identification of process definition and the source or Observer Key 
is an identification of local organization.  
 
 
























<Key> Process Definition ID </Key> 
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This message is used to bind the activities at the build-time. The target or Key is the 
external process definition i.e. the process definition on the other WFMS node. The 
source or Observer Key is the internal process definition. The External Activity 
element contains the identity of activity to which the activity of internal process 















6.3.1.2   Model 
The figure 6.3 shows the snapshot of build-time interactions between two WFMS nodes: 
WFMS (A) and WFMS (B). In the figure, the continuous horizontal lines represent 





<Key> External Process Definition ID </Key> 




<ObserverKey> Process Definition ID </ObserverKey> 
<Bind> 
 <ExternalActivityID> 
  Activity ID 
 </ExternalActivityID> 
 <InternalActivityID> 
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 </ExternalActivityID> 
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signify the time. For a particular session of build-time interactions, one of the nodes acts 
as a server node and other acts as a client node. For the interactions shown in the figure 
6.3, the node B is a server node and the node A is a client node. If we follow the build-
time interactions of the police and the community pediatrics in the example given the 
chapter 4, the community pediatrics is a server node (B) and the police are a client node 
(A). The workflow designer at node (A) is building a partial view of the virtual process. 
The client node (A) keeps the list of addresses (URLs) of all the organizations it is 
supposed to interact with. The client (A) picks node (B) and makes the request to get all 
the process definitions which are public to node (A). It should be noted that the 
maintenance of names and URLs of the organizations is beyond the scope of this model 
and hence we suppose it is done manually. The request handler of node (B) is ready to get 
the request, interpret XML messages and make further requests to its workflow 
repository. The request handler gets the list of process definitions, compiles an XML 
message and sends back a response. This list is presented to the workflow designer using 
HISFlow visual builder of (A). The workflow designer binds the particular process 
definition selected from the list with the one he is currently working on. The process 
binding request is also sent to the server node (B) which binds the processes on its end 
and keeps this binding information for future interactions. Now at this point of time both 
process definitions are bonded to each other through their proxies. Similarly the client 
node (A) gets all the proxy activities of the bonded process definition, which are public to 
it, from the server node (B). The workflow designer picks the proxy activities one by one 
and binds them to the activities of local process definitions. Finally the client node (A) 
sends an activity binding request containing the binding information to the server node 
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(B). The server node (B) binds the activities on its end and saves the binding information 
which will be used at run-time interactions.  
 
 
Figure 6.4 – Build-time Interactions 
 
6.3.2   Run-time Interactions  
6.3.2.1   Messages 
1.   ChangeProcessInstanceState 
This message is used to change the state of a given process instance on the other 
WFMS node. As we can see from the following example, the target of the 
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message is a process instance and the Key element contains identification of this 
process instance. In the message body, the name of the request and the state to 
which the process instance is moved are mentioned. The rest of the message 









This message is used to let the other WFMS node know that the state of the 
process instance has changed. The structure of the message is very much similar 
to the above messages.  
 
4. CreateActivityInstance 
Similar to CreateProcessInstance 
5. ChangeActivityInstanceState 
Similar to ChangeProcessInstanceState 
6. ActivityInstanceStateChanged 






<Key> Process Instance ID </Key> 












6.3.2.2   Model 
The run-time interactions occur when two process instances of the same virtual process 
instance running on different nodes communicate with each other. Similar to the build-
time interactions, any particular session of run-time interactions is initiated by the client 
node (A). But, unlike the build-time interactions, the subsequent requests might be made 
by either of the two WFMS nodes: the client node (A) or the server node (B). There is a 
set of rules that governs the run-time interactions which is given below.  
 
6.3.2.3   Rules of the game 
1. If the workflow engine tries to instantiate a proxy activity which is the first in a 
proxy process, the proxy process is instantiated prior to the proxy activity 
instantiation.  
2. When a proxy process is instantiated, the workflow engine makes a request to 
instantiate its bonded proxy process. 
3. When a transition from an activity to a proxy activity is reached, the workflow 
engine makes a request to create bonded proxy activity of the other WFMS. 
4. As proxy activity is not supposed to execute any thing, the execution of proxy 
activity instance means just transition to the next activity. 
5. Proxy process will be instantiated if and only if the attempt is made to instantiate 
first proxy activity of the proxy process. 
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6. All the proxy activities except first will be instantiated if and only if the proxy 
process has been instantiated before. 
 
A partial view of a virtual process consists of activities and proxy activities. The 
workflow engine has to transit from the activities to the proxy activities, while enacting 
the partial view of a virtual process. During this, when the workflow engine tries to 
instantiate the first proxy activity of the proxy process, according to the rule (1), it 
instantiates the proxy process first. After the instantiation of the local Proxy Process, 
following the rule (3), the WFMS node (A) makes the request to instantiate the bonded 
process which is on the other WFMS node (B). Please note that during the request and 
response both WFMS nodes share the identities of their newly created proxy instances 
with each other. These identities will be used in every subsequent call to identify the right 
proxy process instances. Now the first proxy activity is instantiated on the WFMS node 
(A). Similarly, the WFMS node (A) makes the request to instantiate the bonded proxy 
activity on the WFMS node (B). According to the rule (4), at the WFMS node (B), the 
transition from the proxy activity to the first activity of the local process will occur 
instantly. From this onward, the local process instance on the WFMS node (B) will start 
running normally. At this point of time, the initialization of the session of the run-time 
interactions is over. The subsequent calls of the same session can be made by either of 
the two WFMS nodes depending on the workflow logic designed at the build-time.  
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CHAPTER 7 
WORKFLOW HISTORY MANAGEMENT 
 
 
7.1   APPLICATIONS OF WORKFLOW HISTORY IN A VIRTUAL 
ENTERPRISE  
Workflow history information includes all the history data of currently running or 
completed process instances. This huge amount of valuable data opens up new 
opportunities to further exploit workflow technology. In the literature, we have observed 
that the applications of workflow history information is generally scattered. Every work 
tries to focus on one or a few applications of workflow history information. As a part of 
the contribution of this thesis, we consolidate all the applications of workflow history 
information and discuss their relevance in a virtual enterprise. Subsequently, based on our 
proposed meta models, we lay down theoretical foundation for exploiting the workflow 
history information in the context of a virtual enterprise.  
 
The applications of workflow history are generally divided into two broad categories: 
Monitoring and Controlling. Monitoring deals with the history of currently running 
process instances. Controlling deals with the history of already finished process instances 
over a longer period of time. [Muehlen, 2000] and [Muehlen, 2001] further categorize 
monitoring into two categories based on the purposes of the monitoring. There are two 
types of purposes: technical and business oriented. As the framework of a Virtual 
Enterprise is a set of loosely-coupled WfMS, the technical monitoring is less relevant for 
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the virtual enterprises. For example, an organization is not concerned with the system 
load, response time and license management of the WfMSs of its peer organizations. But 
it is very much concerned to know the business states of the process instances of the peer 
organizations.  
 
As one of the facets of controlling, an important application of workflow history is to do 
analysis of it over a very long period of time for business process re-engineering. 
Workflow history is analyzed to improve accuracy, efficiency and timeliness of the 
processes. Beate in [List, 2000] proposes a separate read-only analytical repository of 
history information for this purpose. This kind of analysis has new aspects in the case of 
Virtual Enterprise. The analysis can help the organizations to refine the current 
arrangements of the virtual enterprise. It can also set the guidelines for creating new 
virtual enterprises.  
 
Application of the history information for sake of History-dependent Authorization 
[Casati, 1999] has larger scope in a Virtual Enterprise. The criteria of authorization of 
tasks to the users could be based on the workflow history of current instance or past 
instances of the peer organizations. For example, whenever user ‘Y’ of the peer 
organization executes some activity ‘A’, only user ‘X’ of this organization will execute 
the particular activity ‘B’. Similarly workflow branching logic can also be based on the 
workflow history of the peer organization. In some domains like medical, workflow 
history serves for legal purposes as well. Future of an instance can be predicted based on 
the projection of the workflow history. Other applications of workflow history 
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information include finding of workflow exception patterns to have guidelines for 
handling them [Sadiq, 2000] and helping the organizations maintain an Organizational 
Memory discussed in [Kaathoven, 1999] and [Wargetitsch, 1997]. Knowledge 
Management is another emerging area where benefits of workflow history are yet to be 
discovered fully. [Zhao, 1998] and [List, 2001] bring some of such benefits to light.  
 
In short, not many published works talk about workflow history management. Even fewer 
touch this issue in the context of inter-organizational workflows or virtual enterprises. 
Peter in [Muth, 1999] discusses it as part of research project Mentor, but the focus is on 
architectural aspects of it. Querying of History Information and its optimization are the 
main topics of [Koksal, Mar 1998] and [Koksal, Oct 1998]. 
 
7.2   BACKGROUND 
 
From WFMS viewpoint as explained earlier [Amin, 2002], a virtual enterprise is defined 
as an enterprise whose processes are virtual in the sense that they consist of 
geographically distributed processes. In other words, a virtual process is a set of local 
processes that are connected with each other to fulfill a bigger goal of the virtual 
enterprise. Each of such local processes runs on different autonomous WfMSs of 
respective organizations. As these processes are executed locally, the history information 
of the processes is stored in and maintained by the respective WfMSs. Such history 
information of the local process is only accessible to local WfMS and hence it can only 
be used by the respective organization. As the local process is part of the virtual process, 
related portion of the history of the process should also be shared with relevant 
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organizations. Such sharing of history of local processes with the other participating 
organizations produces three complex problems. Firstly, we need a systematic 
mechanism to let the organization identify interested history information residing on 
other organizations. [Tagg, 2001] also raises the same problem and names it as the 
workflow case identifier problem. Secondly, not all the history information is meant to be 
shared with or accessed by other organizations and this accessibility varies from 
organization to organization. So we need a way to abstract history information for sake of 
sharing. Thirdly, we need to have an application level communication protocol for 
WfMSs to communicate history information among the participating organizations. In 
this chapter we only discuss first problem. 
 
7.3   PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A Workflow Management System of a participating organization handles its own process 
instances and instance related data autonomously. Hence every WfMS has its own 
identification of its workflow history information. Such identification is only valid inside 
the organization. But for different applications of history information, one organization 
has to refer to the workflow history information of peer organizations. Therefore, to let 
the organization identify workflow history information of a peer organization is the 
problem that has to be solved for making use of workflow history information of a virtual 
enterprise.  
 
To further explain the problem, suppose two clinical processes X and Y are part of one 
virtual process but running on different hospitals. In the definition of X, we want to have 
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a workflow branching condition based on the history of instances of Y. We have to put 
this as an expression in the definition of X so that when an instance of X is running, this 
expression is resolved to get the data of required instances of Y. Such expressions require 
two things: identification of workflow history information and some operators. The 
operators are beyond the scope of this thesis. We only propose the identification scheme. 
This scheme would provide a base not only for such expressions, but also for different 
kinds of analysis and monitoring. 
 
7.4   STRUCTURE OF HISTORY INFORMATION 
7.4.1 Instance Identification Scheme  
Both Workflow Relevant Data and Workflow Internal Data are tied to the process 
instances. Once the process instance is identified, all the information attached to it can be 
obtained. So the first step of identification of history information is identification of 
process instances. Taking this observation into consideration, we define a process 
instance the first basic unit of workflow history information of a Virtual Enterprise. In 
this paper, we only propose the identification scheme of process instances across the 
organizations. This scheme needs to be further enhanced to have workable identification 
of workflow history information.  
 
There are two levels of identification scheme: definition level and instance level. 
Definition level identification involves only process definitions of participating 
organizations. It is a step towards achieving instance level identification which involves 
process instances of the participating organizations. The approach of instance level 
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identification scheme is based on the fact that a virtual process instance is a logical 
container that contains process instances of participating organizations. Being 
participants of such a logical container, process instances belonging to different 
organizations have same context. This same context along with definition level 
identification provides necessary information to identify the process instances of the peer 
organizations. In the following part of the paper, we develop this identification scheme 
by using Set theory and mathematical notations.  
 
The participating organizations of the given Virtual Enterprise VE can be presented as  
( ) },.......,,{ 321 iooooVEO =    Where ioooo ,.......,, 321  stand for the identification of 
organizations. And i is the total number of organizations in the Virtual Enterprise 
 
Definition: Following the modeling approach of (Amin, 2002), Virtual Process is defined 
by two things: participating process definitions and peer to peer link among them. Hence, 
Definition of Virtual Process VP can be represented as  
( ) ( ){ }VPVPPVP ,=         Where ( )VPP  means all the process definitions participating 
in Virtual Process Definition VP  and ( )VP  means all the peer to peer relations of the 
participating process definitions of VP . 
All the process definitions belonging to organization 1O  are represented as 
},......,,{)(
13211 k
ppppOP =     Where 
1
,......,, 321 kpppp  are identifiers of process 
definitions of organization 1O which are unique within the organization. And 1k  is the 
total number of process definitions in organization 1O . 
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Please note that ( )1OP  should be read as P  of 1O meaning the processes of 1O . 
Similarly for organization iO , its process definitions can be represented as 
}.....,,{)( 321 iki ppppOP =        Where ikpppp .....,, 321  are identifiers of process 
definitions of organization iO which are unique within the organization. And ik  is the 
total number of process definitions in organization iO . 
The participating organizations of Virtual Process Definition VP  can be represented as 
( ) { }jooooVPO ,......,, 321=       Where ( ) ( )VEOVPO Í  and j is the total number of 
organizations participating in Virtual Process DefinitionVP . 
 
A process definition can uniquely and globally be identified with the combination of two 
identifiers: the locally unique process definition identifier and its organization identifier, 
provided the organization identifier is globally unique. For example process definition 
),( bap  is globally unique, where ‘a’ stands for process definition identifier and ‘b’ stands 
for organization identifier. For sake of simplicity we assume that only one process 
definition of the organization participates in the Virtual Process Definition VP . In terms 
of globally unique identifiers, the participating process definitions in Virtual Process 
Definition VP  can be represented as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }jj omomomom ppppVPP ,,,, ,........,, 332211=  
Where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )jj OPOPOPOPmmmm ,........,,,.......,, 321321 Î  respectively and 
( )VPOoooo j Î,.....,, 321  
For nth Virtual Process Definition 
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( ) ( ){ }jnj omn pVPP ,=   …………….. (A) 
 
We represent peer to peer relations of processes definition 1p  with other process 
definitions, say 2p  and 3p , as ( )321 , ppp . 
Therefore all the peer to peer relations of ( )VPP  in the Virtual Process Definition VP  
can be represented as  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }jjjj qromqromqrom ppppppVP ,,,,,, ,....., 22221111= ….. (B) 
Where        ( )VPOq j Í       and      jj rm Ï        and 
                  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }hhjj qr llll ,,........,,,,,, 332211 FFFF=   
            Where      ( )jqcardh =     and   jh qÎl    and      ( )hh P lÎF       
                                    and    ba ll ¹     if    ba =  
 
After having expressions (A) and (B), we apply above identification scheme on the 
Partial View concept of (Amin, 2002).  
Definition: As defined in (Amin, 2002), a Virtual Process Definition is a set of Partial 
Views seen by individual participating organizations.  
{ }VPPVVPPVVPPVVPPVVP j,........,, 321=   Where VPPV1 , VPPV2 , VPPV3  and 
VPPV j  are Partial Views of VP  seen by the organizations 321 ,, ooo  and jo  respectively. 
Definition: To an organization, Partial View of a Virtual Process Definition is a set of its 
local process definition and peer to peer relations with other participating process 
definitions of the same Virtual Process Definition.  
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Following above definition of Partial View, VPPV1  can be represented as 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }111111 ,,,1 , qromom pppVPPV =  
Similarly  
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }jjjjjj qromomj pppVPPV ,,, ,=  
For jth Partial View of nth VP 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) þýüîíì ÷øöçèæ= njnjnjnj qrjmjmnj pppVPPV ,,, , …………. (C) 
With the help of above expression definition of local process and its relations can be 
identified. Please note that Proxy Process of Meta Model of Partial View given in (Amin, 
2002) is just a way of implementation of relation of local process with other processes.  
 
As mentioned above, notion of Virtual Process Instance provides a context that logically 
connects all the participating process instances belonging to different organizations. All 
the instances of Virtual Processes Definition VP  can be represented as 
( ) { }VPIVPIVPIVPIVPI g,........,, 321=    Where VPI g  is the identifier of gth instance of 
Virtual Process  Definition VP . 
Following the expression (A) 
( ){ }jj omgg pIVPI ,=      Where  ( )jj omg pI ,  are all the process instances of participating 
organizations that belong to Virtual Process Instance VPI g . 
Similarly, for the gth instance of Partial View VPPV j  of Virtual Process Definition 
VP can be represented as 
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( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }jjjj qrjmgjmgjg ppIpIVPPVI ,,, ,=  ………. (D) 
Where ( ) ( )( )jjj qrjmg ppI ,,  is the gth instance of relations between local process definition 
( )jm jp ,  and ( )jj qrp , . Remember ( )jj qrp ,  are process definitions of peer organizations with 
which local process definition is connected.  
 
The semantic of instance of relation, say ( )cba ppI , is one complete interaction between 
two process instances ba pI and ca pI . Where ba pI  and ca pI  are ath instances of process 
definitions bp and cp  respectively. Process instance ba pI  is a local process instance and 
ca pI  is a process instance of a peer organization. The expression (D) let the organization 
know which process instances of peer organizations are interacting with which local 
process instances. In simpler words, the relationship of local process instances and 
process instances of peer organizations is captured in expression (D). And this 
relationship helps the organization identify process instances of peer organizations.  
 
7.4.2   Workflow History Space 
7.4.2.1  Process/Place/Time Model  
We conceptualize Workflow History Information as three co-ordinate space, axes of 
which are Process, Place and Time. “Process” and “Place” symbolize Virtual Process 
Definition and Organization respectively. A single point in this space is a set of instances 
of a process definition belonging to an organization. For example, a point ( )621 ,, TOVP  
shown in “Figure 1 (a)” gives us a set of all instance identifiers of a local process 
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definition ( )212 ,Omp  that exist at time 6T . And as we know from expression (A),  ( )212 ,Omp  is a 
participating process definition of 1VP  and belongs to the organization 2O . This set of 
instances includes both the instances that are currently active and the instances that have 
been executed by the time 6T . In this view of the workflow history information space, we 
only consider to identify the instances, not the internal details of the instances.  
 
7.4.2.2   Instance/Place/Time Model 
This model gives another view of the workflow history that can be used to have internal 
detail of a process instance. Axes of this space are Instance, Place and Time. The 
“Instance” symbolizes a Virtual Process Instance. A single point in this space is a snap 
shot of a local process instance belonging to an organization at given time. For example, 
a point ( )4113 ,, TOVPI  shown in “Figure 1 (b)” gives a snap shot of a local process 
instance ( )111,3 OmpI  of organization 1O  at time 4T  that belongs to 13VPI . By snap shot we 
mean the values of all kind of data attached to the process instance at given point of time. 
This includes the data and the states of both finished and active activities, the relevant 
















ce ( )4113 ,, TOVPI
 
Figure 1 – (a) Virtual Process Space         (b) Virtual Process Instance Space 
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7.5   APPLICATION OF INSTANCE IDENTIFICATION SCHEME  
A simplified form of the example given in the chapter 5 is used to demonstrate the 
application of proposed instance identification scheme. We ignore the internal details of 
the process definitions as we are not concerned with it. We also add few extra process 
definitions into picture to make it more suitable for the current purpose. Four 
organizations, the Police, the Community Pediatrics, the Examination Room Provider and 
the Post AFE Care Provider, are collaborating to form a Virtual Enterprise. A child rape 
case is reported to the Police and it asks the Community Pediatrics to do AFE 
examination. The Community Pediatrics requires an examination room from nearby 
hospital, the Examination Room Provider. After the initial AFE examination, the patient 
is admitted to the Post AFE Care Provider for further treatment. All the four participating 
organizations have their own processes that interact with each other to form a Virtual 
Process to achieve the bigger goal.  
 
As shown in the “Figure 2”, the process definition P2 of The Police is participating in the 
Virtual Process Definition 1VP , and linked with one of the process definition P3 of The 
Community Pediatrics. Similarly process definition P3 of Community Pediatrics is 
further interacting with process definitions P1 and P4 of Post AFE Provider and Room 
Provider respectively.  
 
Suppose 1VP denotes the virtual process given in the example. By using equation (A), all 
the participating process definitions of 1VP  are presented in terms of globally unique 
identifiers as 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }43312412 ,,,,1 ,,, opopopop ppppVPP =  
 
By using equation (B), all the relations among the local process definitions of 1VP  are 
presented as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )












































Figure 2 – Interaction of participating processes of a Virtual Process 
 
For the Partial View of 1VP seen by the Police in terms of global identifiers can be 
represented as 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }241212 ,,,11 , opopop pppVPPV =  
Similarly for the Partial View seen by Community Pediatrics 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }4331122424 ,,,,,12 ,,, opopopopop pppppVPPV =  
For the Partial View seen by Post AFE Care Provider 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }243131 ,,,13 , opopop pppVPPV =  
For the Partial View seen by Room Provider 
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( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }244343 ,,,14 , opopop pppVPPV =  
Now let us take an example of one instance of the partial view seen by Community 
Pediatrics, say 123 VPPVI . Following expression (D), Community Pediatrics can identify 
process instance ( )12 ,3 oppI  belonging to the police. Similarly other process instances can 
also be identified. 
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CHAPTER 8 




In order to be competitive, organizations need to deploy information technology solutions 
that internally automate the paper-based record systems and externally create smart 
connections between the major participants. With the emergence of near ubiquitous 
Internet connectivity, a virtually integrated enterprise built upon connections, 
partnerships, alliances, and relationships with partners is arising as the operating model 
for the organizations.  This new business model leads to the concept of Virtual 
Enterprises (VE) that is the foundation of the networked economy. The original goals for 
virtual enterprise business systems are to enable deployment of distributed business 
processes among different partne rs, to increase the efficiency of existing provided 
services, to decrease the cost for the provision of these services, and to adapt rapidly to 
new market changes.  
 
Although from business point of view virtual enterprises are the most promising business 
model, from technical point of view, the required solutions and systems are more 
complex, sophisticated and distributed [Ducroux, 1998]. Current technologies and 
scientific results are not addressing in a consistent and coherent way certain key 
requirements of the virtual enterprises. Open issues like specification of business 
processes in the context of virtual enterprise, flexible and dynamic mechanisms for 
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autonomous, distributed, and loosely coupled execution of business processes across 
organizational boundaries are not addressed. As many organizations have adopted intra-
organizational WFMSs, the integration of existing intra-organizational WFMSs with each 
others to form the infrastructure of virtual enterprise is highly desirable. Additionally, the 
deployment of tightly coupled communication mechanisms, like CORBA, is rather 
problematic and in general has made current solutions inflexible. Therefore, it is 
anticipated that a message-based approach with corresponding XML message requests 
and responses would have been better since the degree of autonomy and flexibility is 
increased [Georgakopoulos 98, Miller 98]. 
 
Our project HISFlow is an attempt to contribute towards simplifying intra-organizational 
workflow management foundation by harnessing new technologies. As a part of this 
thesis, we present architecture and implementation of HISFlow that consists of two sub-
systems: a graphical build-time subsystem and a  run-time subsystem. The workflow 
engine, the core of run-time, is implemented in J2EE and is capable to be integrated with 
web applications. An illustrative workflow application for managing diabetes patients in 
a hospital is also presented. As defined in [Miller 97], workflow management systems 
that provide web interfaces are called web-enabled, while if web technologies are the 
only infrastructure used to build the workflow management system, providing both 
interfaces and communication/distribution, are called web-based. Most of the available 
intra-organizational workflow management systems are merely web-enabled, not web-
based [Miller 97]. In contrast, HISFlow gets an edge by exploiting technologies like EJB, 
XML and JSP to implement fully web-based workflow architecture.   
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According to the categorization of [Miller 96], workflow engine of HISFlow is 
centralized i.e. the decisions like which activity/activities should be performed when and 
by who are made centrally. It means Control dimension of the HISFlow is centralized. As 
external applications are web based and may reside anywhere on the World Wide Web 
along with their data, the Application Data and Execution Script (Applications) 
dimensions are dispersed.  
 
In a virtual enterprise, the potential participating organizations do have their own internal 
processes which are likely to be developed without considering that they could be part of 
any virtual enterprise. We propose a solution for building and enacting a virtual process 
from such internal processes. For this, we introduce a concept of “partial view” which is, 
to an organization, a part of whole virtual process seen by it. We develop meta models 
both for such partial views of virtual processes and entities of virtual process enactment.  
The framework to enact virtual processes is distributed and based on a collection of 
autonomous, physically apart intra-organizational WFMSs that are connected in a loosely 
coupled way through the Internet. Based on the meta-models, we also demonstrate the 
design and architecture to convert an intra-organizational WFMS to the one which can 
take part in a virtua l enterprise. For this, we develop interaction models to let the 
participating WFMSs communicate with each other. We use the interoperability 
characteristic of XML to implement the interaction models by defining a set XML 
messages.  
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There are various applications of workflow history information maintained by Workflow 
Management System in the organizations. Most of such applications are also relevant and 
required in the context of a virtual enterprise. To make these applications of workflow 
history information feasible, sharing of geographically distributed history information 
among participating organizations of a virtual enterprise is vital. Such sharing requires a 
common systematic way of identification of history information. As a part of 
development of HISFlow, we develop a simple and generic scheme to identify history 
information of workflows across a virtual enterprise. This scheme lays down a theoretical 
foundation to be used for workflow history management of a virtual enterprise. The 
scheme also caters the concept of partial view of a virtual process. We use an example to 
demonstrate the working of the scheme for the identification of workflow history 
information.  
 
There are several advantages of our approach of building virtual processes which make 
our system more practical. The concept of partial views lets the organizations make their 
existing workflows be able to create a virtual process quickly and it could be achieved 
with the least changes in their existing workflows. This allows the participating 
organization to design and implement their local workflows independently.  
 
The second advantage is that meta model of partial view is based on international 
standard of process definition specified by WFMC [WFMC1]. For being based on this 
standard we believe most of the existing and coming workflow management systems 
would be able to adopt our solution. The third and what we believe the most important 
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gain is dynamic and elastic nature of a  virtual process. By dynamicity we mean the 
relationships of participating organizations can be changed quickly. Elasticity signifies 
that a virtual process can be extended as much as it is required. In the example given in 
the chapter 4, suppose, a medical insurance company of the patient wants to be part of the 
virtual enterprise and to link up its payment workflow process with Post AFE Care 
Provider. For this, what it needs to do is define its own view of virtual process and link it 
with partial view of virtual process of Post AFE Care Provider the way it is done in the 
example. Clearly, in this scenario, it is fast and transparent to other organizations which 
are the Community Pediatrics, the Police and the Room Provider.   
 
Our solution also offers generality and applicability in various applications areas and 
business sectors due to the generality of the business process definition language, 
although we pick healthcare sector to demonstrate the ideas.  
 
For workflow history management, although we refer to some particular process model, 
in the thesis we try to keep our discussion and solution at abstract level and independent 
of details of any process model. This makes the approach equally useful for any process 
model. But on the other hand, because of being primitive, the solution is not complete 
enough to be practical unless it is enhanced to cover detailed data of process instances 
The main focus is to solve the problem of identification and linking of the processes of a 
virtual enterprise for sake of history information. We believe that the approach can be 
useful in any form of process automation that involves geographically distributed 
processes. 




A shortcoming of our solution is the difficulty to ensure the correctness of a virtual 
process. A virtual process consisting of correct local workflows could be incorrect due to 
the incorrect connections among the local processes. The existing process building and 
analysis tools could be unable to make sure that the overall virtual process developed by 
our approach is correct. To overcome this problem, researchers may have to introduce 
new techniques and tools. In spite of this, we still believe in case of simple interactions 
among participating organizations this shortcoming is not significant enough if we 
consider all the gains.  
 
8.2 FUTURE WORK 
 
Workflow History Information: As mentioned earlier, we only proposed theoretical 
foundation for workflow history information. We did not consider internal details of 
process instances. To exploit the approach fully, more work needs to be done to include 
all kinds of data rela ted to process instances. Design and implementation of a complete 
workflow history management solution should follow the theoretical work.  
 
Enhanced Role Model:  the role model currently used is primitive; it can not support 
modeling of complex organizational hierarchy. A more comprehensive  role model is 
presently under development by other members of our group. This new role model 
supports hierarchical roles, use of constraints to support dynamic separation of duties and 
assignment of activities, and use of community to define a context for a group of people 
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belonging to different roles. The role model also offers the use of role stages to define the 
qualification level for different users, dynamic load balancing of activities between users, 
and inter-organizational access control, which allows an organization to grant access 
privileges to their resources to other organizations based on their business agreements. 
 
Correctness and analyzing tool: as a virtual process consisting of correct local workflows 
could be incorrect due to the incorrect connections among the local processes, a tool 
needs to be developed to ensure the correctness of the virtual processes and to perform 
their analyses. 
 
Exception handling: a process model can not capture all the possibilities in a workflow at 
build-time. Any abnormal situation during run-time may cause a workflow exception. As 
a future work, a complete exception handling mechanism should be implemented.   
 
Process definition using WFMC standard XPDL: as WFMC has issued an XML Process 
Definition Language (XPDL) in May 2001, we can use this standard XPDL, instead of 
proprietary XML schema in our HISFlow visual builder to specify the process 
definitions. This work can be done by rewriting the “XML generation” part of the 
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